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Miss Rumphius story - story and pics by Barbara Cooney 1982 - making the world more beautiful 

How Louisa made the world beautiful - through love, bringing happiness to others and making life better. 

The patterns in her short stories (which were written quickly) are the best representation of her philosophy. 

• Being kind to animals 

o “Nelly's Hospital” - Nelly wants to be a nurse, begins to take care of animals. Stories of patients (Alcott 
indirectly refers to her own experience as a Civil War nurse). Nelly's kindness inspires others which 
makes the world more beautiful. Creates more literal beauty by curing more animals 

o “Old Major” - rescuing an old horse from death. Posey and Ned are the characters--they take care of the 
horse. They teach their neighbors about compassion. The children remind others of our duty to God's 
creatures - very Transcendental. 

o “Baa! Baa!” Poor children who make an unexpected lasting change. Patty and Tilda - poor, young and 
female (who should not have been able to make a difference, and do). So many sheep on a box car of a 
train that are desperately thirsty--how can they all get the water they need? The children invent solutions 
and thus inspire others to help. Patience and faithfulness to duty are how the sheep were watered. They 
educated themselves on how to care for the sheep despite being told they could not help. They inspire 
the adults to construct a better solution. A common pattern, Alcott uses the resourceful and mindful poor 
to guilt the rich into action, teaching them to see the needs because they are too busy. Demonstrating too 
how adults react to the children, thus making the world more beautiful. 

• Being kind to the poor 

o “May Flowers” - a group of girls who each pick a charity for the winter and then come together in the 
spring to share their stories. Bringing both concrete and abstract beauty into the world. Addressing how 
to find the needy -- many suggestions given. They've been made better people through their experience. 
Making the world more beautiful makes the individual more beautiful. Characters Ella and Elizabeth -- 
Ella makes pretty things to sell (like Lizzie did) -- partnership that improves other women's lives. 
Elizabeth volunteers in a children's hospital, singing to them and playing with them; she also brings 
them toys. Children were brought to hospitals because their parents couldn’t take care of them for 
various reasons. There are also beautiful young rich girls who do not see the humanity in the poor—
representing people living for themselves, are listless and do not bring beauty to the world. 

o “Roses and Forget-Me-Nots” - Lizzie (poor girl) and Belle (rich girl -- young and unaware, not unkind). 
Lizzie wants to make things (like silk flowers) rather than be an errand girl. Belle learns from Lizzie and 
her daily life. She shares what she has with Lizzie but it has unexpected negative consequences---due to 
boots she gave Lizzie that were too big, Lizzie suffered an accident and could not walk. Still, five years 
later Lizzie is making silk flowers. Belle's coming-out dress is missing the forget-me-nots and Lizzie 
comes through. Both girls make the world more beautiful - Lizzie through making the flowers and Belle 
through her kindness. Belle sees the results of her kindness. Simple acts of kindness. A little deed of 
love and sympathy that makes the world more beautiful. 



o “Red Tulips” - Helen and Betty (a little black girl) -- Betty wants the tulips, not much beauty in her life 
assisting her mother who is a washer woman (aka Lizzie as the kitchen saint). Helen buys Betty a potted 
blooming flower - Betty very excited. Helen is cheered up by giving to Betty and feeling the joy. Helen 
brings washing to Betty and sees that Betty is faithfully taking care of the flowers along with a 
dandelion planted in a tea pot. She continues to bring Betty more flowers. She makes a garden out of the 
room where she and her Mammy work all day. Helen imagines Betty's delight in the treasure of the 
flowers. Helen is transformed through her association with Betty -- finds more depth within herself. She 
then begins to share flowers with others - hospitals, even drops them in gutters for poor babies to find in 
the street. Men send Helen flowers and she gives them away. When Betty comes down with the measles, 
it turns out the doctor was supposed to have married Helen. Helen's care of Betty transforms her in the 
eyes of this man and they marry. In the end Betty gives flowers to Helen. 

• Share Christmas joy 

o Charity comes more naturally at Christmas. Alcott uses this to help her characters realize the plight of 
the poor at Christmas. It usually starts with one small idea that grows into something more. 

o “How It All Happened” - Father has died leaving mother and 4 girls. The two older girls sew shirts to 
get a tree for the "babies." Alcott's poor have practical dreams. They talk over their dreams and Mrs. 
Kent overhears them. The neighbors get together and put gifts by their door. The girls share with their 
sisters and it creates more beauty in the house. 

o “The Little Red Purse” - Lu gets 10 cents for candy but gives 7 cents away and the candy she did buy 
she gave away. She plans to save money to buy presents for poor children at Christmas.  She “adopts” a 
poor family, Lucy and her siblings. She saves up three dollars and buys presents for the poor family. Lu 
received a 20 dollar gold piece from her grandfather who teaches her about philanthropy. 

o Kate's Choice - remember older relations. Kate plans on surprising Grandma with inviting her family for 
Christmas. The family remembers how much they loved Grandma and plan on visiting more often. Kate 
chooses to go where she is needed, bringing beauty into the world. 

Keeping beauty for oneself is practically a sin in Alcott's world. Kindness is a virtue above all others. Alcott 
believed that giving away makes one happier and the world more beautiful. 
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